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 CORE CONTENT 
 
The concept of self-management and a discussion on how it is relevant in a business context  

 Time management, personal goals, definition of success and a balanced lifestyle (e.g. 

balancing work with relaxation)  

 Development of a professional image (e.g. neatness of work, presentations) and access to 

resources to assist with professional image  

 Personal analysis of strengths, weaknesses, talents and interests  

 Discussion of the following concepts: self-knowledge, self-confidence, stress management 

(concepts of stress management), adaptability, etc.  

2.3.1 Define the meaning of time management.  
- using time wisely to achieve goals and objectives 
- the skill to use your time in the best way possible to compete tasks in the given time 
- the ability to manage your time effectively, so that you can use the number of hours 

available in the day to work towards the goals that you feel are most important. 
 
Importance of managing time in the workplace 

(Gr 10 Q 4.7 Exemplar Nov 2018) 

- More tasks can be accomplished√ in a short period of time.√ 
- Helps to stay focused and organised√ which leads to more career success.√ 
- Tasks can be executed√ in order of priority.√ 
- Assist in meeting deadlines√ and reduce unnecessary stress.√ 
- Self-discipline is promoted√ as tasks are completed on time.√ 
 
Benefits of time management 

(Gr 10 Q 4.3 EC Nov 2018) 
- Able to meet deadlines √ 
- Waste less time, which will result in more free time √ 
- Stress levels decrease √ 
- Able to spend time with your family and friends √ 
- Provides focus on the task √ 
- Decrease procrastination √ 
- Gain self-confidence √ 
- A way to the goal √ 
- Have an instinct for achievement √ 
 
2.3.2 Explain/Describe/Discuss the importance of setting goals.  

(Gr 10 Q 4.4 EC Nov 2018)/ (Gr 10 Q 4.2.2 EC Nov 2017) 
- Goal setting helps you to organise your time and resources √ so that you make the very 

most out of your life. √ 
- Setting goals gives long term vision √ and short-term motivation √ 
- When setting goals, you take control of your life √ – you have direction of where you 

want to go.√ 
- Your goals propel you √ to take more action. √ 
- When you set goals you think ahead √ after which you can create your action plan √ and 

even if things do not go according to plan you can review it. √ 
- Goals gives you focus, √ gives you your time as to what exactly you spend your time and 

energy.√ 
- It creates accountability √ – you are accountable to yourself not to anyone else. √ 
- When setting goals, you connect with your inner most desires √ they motivate you and 

gives something to strive for √ 
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- Goals helps you to achieve your highest potential √ because you set targets to strive 
towards. √ 

- They make you to live √ the best type of life. √ 
- Goals helps you become the best you can be. √ 
- They make you to stretch beyond normal self-√, to reach heights. √ 
 
Process of setting personal goals 

(Gr 10 Q 3.4 Exemplar Nov 2018) 

- Describe your goals√ accurately.√ 
- Consider values, responsibilities√ and list all the roles in order of performance. √ 
- Set specific/measurable/achievable/realistic√ and time bound goals for each of your 

roles. √ 
- Draw up a plan showing steps you must follow√ in order to meet your goals. √ 
- Keep goals specific√ and focused.√ 
- Set a time frame√ for each goal √ 
- Reflect on goals/plans set√ to ensure that you are on the right track. √ 
 
2.3.3 Recommend/Suggest ways in which people can live a successful and balanced 

life style.  
(Gr 10 Q 4.6 Exemplar Nov 2018) 

JAN'S BUILDING CONSTRUCTION (JBC) 
Jan's Building Construction has 30 employees who are responsible for building business 
offices. Jan always advises his employees to conduct regular medical check-ups and to 
avoid activities that can lead to stress. 

 
4.6.1 Quote TWO ways in which JBC encourages employees to live a successful and  
           balanced  lifestyle.          (2) 
 
4.6.2 Suggest THREE other ways in which JBC can encourage employees to live a 
           successful and balanced lifestyle.        (6) 
 
4.6.1 Ways in which JBC encourages employees to live a successful and balanced  
           lifestyle 

- Jan always advises his employees to conduct regular medical check-ups. √ 
- Avoid activities that can lead to stress. √ 

 
4.6.2 Other ways JBC can encourage employees to live a balanced lifestyle 
 
- Maintain positive attitude√√ 
- Reflect on your actions and take necessary corrective measures.√√ 
- Take responsibility of your actions. √√ 
- Engage on self-development programmes to enhance growth. √√ 
- Ensure proper hygiene and regular physical exercises. √√ 
 

(Gr 10 Q 3.3 NM Nov 2018) 
- Physical- get enough exercise and rest, maintain a healthy balance diet.√√ 
- Mental- plan your day and activity to avoid unnecessary stress.√√ 
- Spiritual- making time every day for any religion you practice.√√ 
- Social- doing good deeds for other people by giving, helping and guiding.√√ 
- Material- getting a good education to get a good job to be self-supporting. √√ 
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2.3.4 Explain the importance of a professional image.  
- it creates an impression on others 
- people are forming ideas about who you are and how capable you are. 
- if you are aware of the image you project you can influence people how other see you 
- if you are viewed positively, it can have huge benefits to your career, your work 

relationships and your work experience 
 
2.3.5 Suggest/Recommend ways in which employees can project a professional 

image.  
(Gr 10 Q 4.2.3 EC Nov 2017) 

- Dress appropriately for the work you do and the place where you work.√√ 
- Work hard and be productive.√√ 
- You are more likely to be promoted if you do more than you are required to do in your job 

description.√√ 
- Be punctual and enthusiastic.√√ 
- Be friendly and accepting of your colleagues.√√ 
- Treat everyone with respect, whether you like them or not.√√ 
- Avoid/Manage conflict.√√ 
 
2.3.6 Explain the importance of recognising one’s strengths and weaknesses.  
- To recognise weaknesses – you can work to improve on them. 
- Concentrate on your strengths as much as possible and improve the weaknesses 

 that can cause problems in your life or career. 
- Building on strengths and managing weaknesses. 
- Change the weaknesses that can be changed and then surround yourself with good 

people who can compensate for those that you cannot or choose not to change. 
   

2.3.7 Compile a personal analysis of your strengths, weaknesses, talents and 
interests.  

(talents – natural gifts with which we were born) 
(interests – are the things we enjoy doing) 
 
2.3.8 Suggest/Recommend ways to build on strengths and weaknesses.  

(Gr 10 Q 4.5 EC Nov 2018)/(Gr 10 Q 4.5 NM Nov 2018) 
 

- Develop skills to the maximum √√/push your talents as far as you can 
- Talent on a particular area should not be ignored rather spend time pushing it. √√ 
- Breakdown weaknesses into: 

o Those you can change- set fixing. √√ 

o Those you cannot change – spend most time in it and manage it. √√ 

2.3.9 Elaborate on the meaning of self-management/self-confidence/stress 
management.  
 
Self-management 

(Gr 10 Q 4.5 Exemplar Nov 2018) 
- The ability to take responsibility√ for yourself/regulate one's actions/direct behaviour. √ 
- Enables people to set/achieve personal goals √ and success. √ 
- The ability to use time √ and abilities/knowledge effectively. √ 
- The ability to set priority goals/decide what must be done √ and be accountable to 

complete the necessary actions. √ 
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Self-confidence 
- Is when you trust your own abilities to do something and know your own worth as a 

human being 
- Believing and trusting yourself 

 
Stress management 
- How a person handles/deal with stress 
 
2.3.10 Suggest/Recommend ways people can increase their self-confidence. 
  
- Focus on your strengths rather your weaknesses/Build on what you are good at doing 
- Approach new experiences as opportunities/If you try new things and stretch yourself, 

you will grow and feel more positive about yourself, even if it is uncomfortable at first 
- Don’t expect perfection form yourself/Know that it is good enough to do your best and to 

strive to improve when you fail. 
- Don’t rely on other people’s approval/Rather evaluate your own actions and how you feel 
 
2.3.11 Suggest/Recommend ways to manage stress  

(Gr 10 Q 3.1 Exemplar Nov 2018) 
- Setting aside personal time. √ 
- Developing a healthy lifestyle. √ 
- Spending time with people you enjoy/love. √ 
- Having a plan so that you stay in  control. √ 
- Regular exercise. √ 
- Reducing caffeine.√ 
- Eating a well-balanced diet. √ 
- Being assertive. √ 
- Being optimistic. √ 
- Keeping a sense of humour. √ 
 
2.3.12 Define the meaning of adaptability  
 
- The ability to accept change and to adjust to new conditions successfully 
- Being open to new challenges or changing situations 
 
2.3.13 Suggest/Recommend ways in which people can adapt to change.  

(Gr 10 Q 4.8 Exemplar Nov 2018) 
- Adapt to learning styles/skills to make the most of new learning opportunities. √√ 
- Transfer and adapt skills/resources for new tasks/situations. √√ 
- Avoid complaining and learn to be positive about change. √√ 
- Find ways to meet the challenges that change brings and benefit from. √√ 
- Be proactive by keeping up with changes that are taking place in the world. √√ 
- Accept that change is inevitable. √√ 
- Reflect on how you've handled past changes. √√ 
- Take responsibility for your response to change. √√ 
- Adopt a positive attitude. √√ 
- Hold yourself accountable for adapting to the new change. √√ 

 


